
Calculations Impact Statement



Rationale:
Intent
We aim for a broad, blanced and progressive approach to teaching calculation strategies at 
Metropole giving children the confidence, concpetual understanding, speed and recall to be 
able to apply their learning effectively across all areas of Maths.
Implementation
Using concrete, pictorial and abstract approaches to learning everday enhances the depth of 
understanding our children take from Maths. We focus on applying our calculations into 
reasoning and problems solving, ensuring our children are able to express their conceptual 
understanding and use accurate vocabulary to describe the processes used.
Impact
Our children show a deeper understanding of the processes used for calculations and can 
explain these using the correct mathematical vocabulary. Children show confidence in 
choosing the right resources and processes to support them in their learning and are able to 
transfer their calculation skills across into all mathematical concepts.



Calculations Overview for each Year



Calculations Overview for each Year



Times Tables Expectations 
Times Tables Expectations: 
The British curriculum expectations are now: 
Ø All children must know all times tables and division facts up to 12 x 12 by the end of Year 4. 
Ø Testing will take place at the end of Year 4 to assess this. Each year group will have times table testing at the 

end of 
the academic year. 
Ø Year 5 and 6 will involve revision and identifying children who may need interventions and further practice. 
Ø FS children can start at a very practical level looking at counting in 2s, 5s and 10s. 



Concrete Representations

The children will benefit from using concrete resources to develop a deeper 
understanding of basic mathematical concepts. In class, we regularly use a variety of 
concrete resources as part of a concrete, pictorial, abstract approach to teaching.



Pictorial Representations

Pictorial resources and prompts are used to visually apply their understanding of basic 
mathematical concepts. In class, we regularly use a variety of pictorial resources such as 
the ones above as part of a concrete, pictorial, abstract approach to teaching.



Abstract Representations

The abstract approach is the final stage where children replace pictorial with numbers and 
digits and can show understanding of the the process they are using.


